Microelectrode Techniques

The Plymouth Workshop Handbook
Edited by N. B. Standen, P. T. A. Gray and M. J. Whitaker

The book includes both practical and theoretical aspects covered by this famous and popular workshop

Contents:
Using microelectrodes J. V. Halliwell & M. J. Whitaker
Voltage clamp techniques J. V. Halliwell, T. D. Plant & N. B. Standen
Separation and analysis of ionic currents N. B. Standen
Kinetic analysis of voltage clamp records P. T. A. Gray
Introduction to single channel recording D. C. Ogden & P. R. Stanfield
Practical analysis of single channel records D. Colquhoun
The interpretation of single channel recordings D. Colquhoun
Ion-selective microelectrodes R. J. Vaughan-Jones & C. C. Aickin
Techniques for dye injection and cell labelling A. E. Warner & C. M. Bate
Microelectrode techniques and plant cells C. Brownlee
Microelectrode electronics D. C. Ogden
Microcomputers in the laboratory A. B. Cachelin & P. D. Rice
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**Development**
ISSN: 0950-1991
Editors: Chris Wylie (Editor in Chief), Richard Gardner, Walter Gehring, Tom Jessell, Peter Lawrence, Doug Melton, Keith Roberts and Gerry Rubin

*Development* is now the world's leading developmental journal, offering a speed and quality of production second to none, free use of colour, 200 free reprints of every article published, and no page charges. It is now an essential reference source for scientists, students, and teachers of development courses. The aim of *Development* is to act as a forum for all research that offers a genuine insight into mechanisms of plant and animal development.

Institutional price: $1005 £585

**Journal of Cell Science**
ISSN: 0021-9533
Editors: Fiona Watt, A. V. Grimstone, Henry Harris, Robert Johnson, Daniel Louvard, Gary Borisy (USA)

The *Journal of Cell Science* has a wide international readership amongst researchers in Cell Biology and related fields. Papers published in the journal cover the full range of topics in contemporary cell biology. Each issue has a popular commentary section containing short reviews.

*Journal of Cell Science* offers rapid publication - eight to thirteen weeks from acceptance to publication - and uses the highest quality reproduction for figures and half-tones. There are no page charges and colour plates can be published free of charge. These advantages ensure that top quality articles in cell biology, medicine and molecular biology are published in the journal.

Institutional price: $915 £525

**The Journal of Experimental Biology**
ISSN: 0022-0949
Editors: C. P. Ellington, with R. G. Boutilier, W. A. Foster and E. A. Howes

*The Journal of Experimental Biology* is the leading journal in comparative animal physiology. Publication in this high quality, prestigious journal gives papers a wide circulation amongst active scientists in all biological sciences. The journal plays a major role in increasing the cross-fertilisation of techniques and knowledge across specialisation boundaries.

The journal's popularity has resulted in a vast increase in the number of papers being submitted for publication. In order to increase the opportunities for rapid publication, *The Journal of Experimental Biology* will be published monthly in 1992. This will increase the speed of publication, ensuring that the journal keeps its readers up-to-date not only with traditional areas of experimental biology, but also with the rapidly developing areas of comparative cell and molecular physiology.

Institutional price: $850 £490

Order the above from:
Portland Press Ltd (publishers for The Biochemical Society), PO Box 32, Commerce Way, Colchester CO2 8HP, Essex, UK
24-hour ordering by FAX: Colchester (0206) 549331/international +44 206 549331

**BioEssays**
ISSN: 0265-924.
Edited by Adam S. Wilkins. Advisory Editors: B. M. Alberts and D. Bootsma

This journal is owned by ICSU press and published monthly by The Company of Biologists Ltd. *BioEssays* covers advances in the fields of molecular, cellular and developmental biology. The journal is lively, attractive and full of incisive reviews and discussions of new ideas and discoveries.

"...there is no doubt that BioEssays meets a genuine need and meets it well. The reviews are authoritative and clear, the occasional other articles are lively a'd the journal is generally well-written."  *NATURE*

"The style is lively, the articles informative and not too long, and the whole is eminently readable. It should become very useful in the teaching of many aspects of biology, especially in making recent advances easily accessible to students."  *TIMES HIGHER EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT*

**Individual price:** $75 £47

**Library price:** $215 £120

Order from: The Company of Biologists Limited, Bidder Building, 140 Cowley Road, Cambridge CB4 4DL, UK
24-hour ordering by FAX: Cambridge (0223) 423353/International +44 223 423353